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Shubunkin
2013
Acrylic, modeling foam, gesso, castors, screws, Golden
ExtraCoarse Pumice a, Liquitex Iridescent Medium
35 x 59 x 30 cm

A series of fragmented rocky landscapes carved out of modeling
foam usually used by industrial
designers to construct prototypes
or maquettes. Each form is roughly
the size of a domestic household
animal (a lap-dog or a Persian cat)
and coated in layers of storebought mass-produced painting
texture pastes and gels and premixed acrylic. Each landscape
fragment is titled

The works are titled according to
varying goldfish varieties and are
placed in groups either mounted
on walls or resting floor surfaces.
Each possesses an ‘add-on’ such as
a set of castors or a pair of hinges
that faciitate how they inhabit the
spaces. Their positions in space
are malleable depending on the
audience and site.

www.haffendianuar.net

Celestial
2013
Acrylic, modelling foam, gesso, hinges, screws, GoldenCoarse Pumice Gel, Liquitex Iridescent Medium
30 x 38 x 26 cm

